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IT / SUPPLY CHAIN / WAREHOUSE & TRANSPORT  MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CONSULTANT 
(R Negotiable)(REF: JB/0285)               
This gentleman (white male) has in excess of thirty years of progressive and wide ranging
experience in the IT and supply chain industries.   He has solid expertise in leading IT projects
across multiple disciplines and teams, has sound business and financial acumen with strong 
technical foundation around systems, infrastructure and processes.  His knowledge of
Transport and Warehouse Management Systems is extensive and he would consider a
consulting role or Senior Project Manager or CIO role.   This candidate comes highly 
recommended 
 
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE MANAGER / WAREHOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGER  
(R900 000 CTC p.a.)  (REF: MA/0286)               
This candidate (Black male) has nearly nine solid years of experience in the field of Logistics, 
Supply Chain Management, Warehousing and Distribution. His years of experience in logistics
have taught him to adopt the basic principle of logistics, to deliver to customers on time, in 
full, on spec and at an acceptable cost to both the business and the customer. He is an 
outgoing, confident, loyal, determined and assertive individual. He is patient, sincere and
dedicated when the situation demands. A young yet mature and intelligent leader with a
strong sense of responsibility. His devotion to duty is impeccable, and honesty, and integrity 
are evident at all times.  He is an ambitious and enterprising individual with a great thirst for
more knowledge and he is never afraid of new and bigger challenges. He excels at whatever he
does and works very well under pressure 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER / JUNIOR (REF: JB/0287)               
(Desired Remuneration R850 - R880kp.a.) 
This candidate (white male) is currently busy studying for his MTech in Industrial Engineering 
and has over nine years comprehensive understanding and proven track record in the Supply 
Chain field. Strong customer focus and very results driven. Strong project management
capabilities with excellent planning and organizational skills. Current role is in Planning 
Management. Very driven to grow his career, this young man has a continuous improvement
mindset with solid understanding of Lean manufacturing, process mapping, value stream
mapping, FLOW, SAP and JDA.He is ready and keen to move up the ladder to a more senior
role 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN / INVENTORY / LOGISTICS (REF: JB/0288)               
(Desired Remuneration R50kp.m.) 
This young candidate (white male) holds a BCom (Honours) Logistics degree as well as an
undergrad degree in Marketing Management and comes from a supply chain consulting
background.   He moved into Inventory Management where he was very successful.  However
due to company circumstances, he has moved more into a marketing role and he would like to
make a move back into the more operational and / or consulting arena where he can best 
utilise his skills.  He is currently studying for his CSCP qualification and comes highly
recommended as a candidate with excellent experience and loads of potential 
 
 
 



FINANCE MANAGER (REF:CN/0289) 
(R600 000 CTC p.a.) 
This candidate (black female) is an experienced individual with over six years of knowledge in
the area of finance. She is proactive and can maintain efficiency in various environments and
with different tasks, responsibilities and people. She is self-motivated and motivates others to
achieve targets and reach a common goal. She is detail orientated, soft spoken and a
presentable lady. She has obtained a Bachelor of Commerce and is currently working on
attained her MBL. She is immediately available. 
 
SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN AND OPTIMISATION - JUNIOR (REF: JB/0290)               
(Desired Remuneration R40kp.m.) 
This young lady (black female) is currently busy with her Masters’ degree and holds a BSc
(Honours) in Industrial Engineering from the University of Pretoria. She has also successfully 
completed a Project Management course (PMP).   Her current job title Senior Planner
Production/Industrial Engineer.   She has a drive to succeed and would love the opportunity to
move away from an operational role and implement more of what she has studied 
 
MARKETING SPECIALIST(REF: MA/0291)   
(R400 000 CTC p.a.) 
This White female candidate believes that marketing is what makes a business flourish and it
has been her career goal to work in a role where she can contribute to the continuous growth 
of a company. She has been in the tourism industry for fifteen years. She has a dynamic, well
rounded and enthusiastic personality with leadership capabilities and has the ability to explore
projects in an unconventional and innovative way. She prioritises projects and manages an
appropriate time schedule for each project with exceptional interpersonal skills and capability
to communicate effectively and professionally. She is looking for a position that will match her 
career interests and is strongly compatible with her skills and knowledge for managing and
executing successful implementation of service line campaigns across a wide range of digital
and traditional channels to increase engagement and drive revenue. She has the ability to
create and craft marketing content from scratch and/or translate existing documents and
materials to be utilized for various elements of marketing campaigns, with focus 
 
HELP DESK CONSULTANT - JUNIOR IT CONSULTANT (REF:CN/0292) 
(R220000 - R250000 CTC p.a.)  
This candidate (Black female) is a professional Help Desk Officer with excellent people and
problem solving skills and can easily provide optimum support to any IT division. She has the
necessary certification. She believes her career objective is to be an astute learner and the
best performer in any organization. She is currently working as an ETS Helpdesk Support and
has obtained several IT related certificates and training 
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